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Attn: Sir /Madam  

Re: Join us- Hands-on Statistical data Analysis with SPSSand Epidata (25
th

-29
th

/July 

2016)-Kampala 

This is to invite you and your team, Colleagues, friends, and any other other interested in guiding 

deeper quantitative analystical skills, to join us for one week full day capacity building training, 

the training in which UNACOH and other organization  staff will be facilitated . 

B. Puprose and rationale to the Training.  

It’s believed that many projects fail and lose focus due to lack of systematic reporting Skills, that 

require a person to be either an expert or knowledgeable on how to play with numbers as atool   

to be able to articulate, forecast, compute, Evaluate and  Monitor the successes and failures of 

the projects being implemented, as well as attaching financial value to the activities being 

implemented  and the contribution of each staff in the project. It is from this background that 

WSA Innovations if to facilitate and boost the capacity of its stakeholders, that includes, 

individuals, organization, companies, govervment agencies among others.  

 

This training program, is designed to empower organization staff on management  of 

project/program data , boosting individual analytical skills as they are required  in the job 

market, boost and improve the capacity of researchers on general research Analysis and 

conclusions among others.  

 

Participanats should expect the training to  be diversified to all fields (Health, Economics, and 

social, Agriculture, Environment, Legal, Crime, education, Finance M&E and all other forms of 

data ).  The training will borrow lessons from all disciplines to enable participants gain deeper 

knowledge on the applicability of the practice acquired, with aview that,  in an organizations, 

atleast every staff is required to write a report; hence every report requires empirical values well 

analyzed which this training will address.  

C. Objectives to the training 

The main objectives to the training is to facilitatie and boost the capacity of participants staff 

with practical quantitative Analystical skills and experiences.  

D. Specific of objectives to the training  

 

The specific objectives to the training are to equip participants with. 

 General knowledge and understanding of Research techniques (Assessments, 

Evaluations, Baselines, Research questions, research hypotheses/ confidence intervals, 

levels of significance and tools) 
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 Practical introduction and understanding of Statistics terminologies, roles, relevancies 

and interpretations to lay man 

 Practical understating of the forms of Statistics and Data Processing levels based on 

project Data 

 Practical explanations on forms of data, and tools for data collections  

 Practical introduction and explanations on the use of analytical software (SPSS and 

Epidata) 

 Database development with analytical software 

 Practical data entry, data validation and data merging 

 Practical data Analysis using the analytical software 

 Interpretation of analytical data  and generation of study conclusions based on the data 

 Writing Analytical reports and discussions of the findings  

 Presentation of Analytical Reports to the wide audience and data modeling with Ms 

Excel  

 Basic presentation skills with Ms Power point /Slides  

 

E. Program Type. 

 

The training is practical keyboard based handson training (Computer based with practical 

illastrations / to help trainees gain deeper understanding of their work and the 

organization/individuals to hold aquick kick-start on processing  Data.  

 

F. Training Venue.  

The training venue for the program will be Makerere University college of Technology 

 

G. Main Deliverables and expected outcoumes from the training 

 Awell facilitated and coordinated informative training 

 Updates softwares 

 Guiding materials 

 Certificates after the training 

 Copy of  individual training assessment forms/ incase its an organization sending staff 

 Building relationships and any other.  

 Breakfast and luch will provided  

H. Training Time Frame  

The training is designed to run for 5 days, commencing on 25
th

-29
th

/07/2016. 9:00am-3:30pm.  

 

I. Payments. 

2,80,000/=Ugx is the fee to be paid per participants, cash paid at the venue or prior the 

training . chuque payment will be accepeted from organisations sending 3 staff or more.  

If by cheque, payments can be writed in the names of WSA Innovations  

 

How to Register. 
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Send your names or alist of names for people to participate to wsainovation@gmail.com with 

acopy to williamsebunje@gmail.com or call +256783723216/+256700191371 or visit our 

offices at Makerere University, Mosque hill drive road kampala Uganda.  Visit. 

www.wsainnovations.com or invite us for achat if you feel you need one at your organization 

premises .  
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